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Teacher survey, technology support 2013

Welcome to the KTH teacher survey on the use of digital resources in the courses. These questions
only concern digital tools.  

Please note that the matrix has two columns, and you can set an option in each column, for a total of up to two
answers per question.

Column 1: your usage
Indicate your use at this time.

Column 2: indicate obstacles/needs
Indicate what could help you to use/enhance your usage in terms of system support and/or development.

Functional Overview
Here you can read more about what we mean by each question, what systems are available centrally at KTH
today and where to get support: Brief function description (open in new window/tab).

KTH's vision for e-learning
Here you can access the KTH vision for e-learning.

Which of the following digital resources have you used in teaching at KTH during the last academic year? (multi
answers, please tick all appropriate options. You can unmark a radio button by clicking it again).

  Digital usage  Any obstables/needs

 Using the
functionality

Intend to
use the

funcionality

Not using
the funcionality

Need for
improved

functionality/
system

development

Need for
more 

user support

Need for
improved

functionality
and
user

support

1. Discussion forum

2. Hand in of
assignments (via the
web)

3.
Reservation/participation
lists (via the web)

4. Progression Support
via the Web (eg,
progress in Bilda, or
thesis project
management support)

5. Video clips

6. Clickers (physical or
online, but digital)
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Need for
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more 
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Need for
improved
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and
user
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7. Group Mailings to
students (eg, "Send
e-mail
notification/message" in
KTH Social/Educational)

8. Public web page with
comprehensive
information about the
course

9. Web based
tests/quizes
(diagnostical or for
examination)

10. Blog

11. Wiki (web pages
where multiple users
can edit the contents) 

12. Shared documents
(eg Google Docs)

13. Area where students
can work in groups to
share materials and
discussion

14. Examination
scanned for marking and
viewing

15. Schedule compatible
with digital calendars
(eg, Google, iCal,
Outlook) 

16. E-meetings via
computer (eg Skype,
Hangout, Adobe
Connect, Jabber Video)

17. E-meetings in video
conferencing studio

18. Peer review and
peer correction with web
support

19. Plagiarism control

20. Web-based result
reporting before
reporting to Ladok (not
through Excel file) 

21. Course evaluations
online

What do you need to get technical support for in addition to the above functions?
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What would make you increase (or start) the use of the above mentioned functions? (Please refer to the
numbering)
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